Russian Life Books

fine publishing since 1990

newest items
2022 Wall Calendar

This is one of the most beautiful
calendars we have ever created.
It features breathtaking images
from all across Russia by acclaimed
photographer Petr Ushanov. This
deserves to be on every Russophile’s
wall. The large 9.5 x 13-inch calendar
makes a wonderful decoration for
any home or office.
As always, our Wall Calendar also
features over 300 important
historical anniversaries, and the
religious and national holidays of
Russia (plus the usual American
ones). A great gift idea for others
and yourself!
CAL22 • 9.5 x 13 inches • $16

• 12 stunning photos of Russia
• Bilingual presentation of days and months
• Over 300 historic anniversaries
• All US, Russian and Canadian holidays
• Printed on recycled & FSC certified paper

GET BOTH CALENDARS FOR JUST $22 + S&H. USE ORDER CODE PACK22

September 2021

2022 Desk Calendar

Because one calendar is never
enough! Features the same photos
of Russia as the wall calendar, but
printed on glossy card stock, a sturdy
“tenting” design, color coding of
major holidays, and bilingual
month names.
DESK22 • 4 x 6 inches • $8

newest titles
White Magic

Translated by Muireann Maguire
The thirteen tales in this volume were all written by Russian
writers who fled their native country in the early twentieth
century to avoid the turmoil of war and revolution. The
stories are the work of nine very different writers, who all
had very different experiences of exile, yet all are united by a
single theme: mystery. You will also find a fair dose of magic
and mysticism here, of terror and the supernatural. There
are Petersburg revenants, grief-stricken avengers, Lithuanian
vampires, flying skeletons, murders and duels, and even a
ghostly Edgar Allen Poe. Each story is also accompanied by a
vivid original illustration by Asya Lisina.
188 pages, paperback • WHITE • $16

RESILIENCE

How to Live 100 Russian Years

It takes a special sort of person to have
survived the last 100 years of Russian and
Soviet history. The 22 heroes in this volume
were all born in 1917 within the bounds of the
Russian empire. They lived through Civil War,
Collectivization, World War II, the Cold War,
and the collapse of the USSR. Their stories
show us a side of history not available in any
other resource. The authors traveled over
20,000 kilometers across Russia and Eastern
Europe, capturing poignant images, moving
life stories, and stunning video.
7 x 8.75 inches • 256 pages • over 150 color photos • RESILIENCE • $32
RUSSIAN LANGUAGE VERSION: 256 pages • RES-RUSS •$50
Be sure to also rent the film at resiliencefilm.org

A Very Russian Christmas

Nobody does Christmas like Russians! This new collection
of stories (in English only) is the holiday celebrated in
supreme pleasure and pain by the greatest of writers,
running the gamut from sweet and reverent to twisted
and uproarious.
148 pages, hardcover • RUSCHR • $24.95
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To order, phone 802-223-4955, visit store.russianlife.com, or use the order form on page 15.

language study
Survival Russian

Mikhail Ivanov
Survival Russian is an intensely practical guide to
conversational, colloquial and culture-rich Russian. It uses
humor, current events and thematically-driven essays to
deepen readers’ understanding of Russian language and
culture. This enlarged Second Edition includes over 90 essays
and illuminates over 2,000 invaluable Russian phrases
and words.
◗ Each essay is written with the beginning to intermediate
language learner in mind
◗ All Russian words are accented and defined in context
◗ All words and phrases used in the book are indexed
◗ All essays are grouped by theme and indexed by subject
◗ A thematic Study Guide helps students review and learn
words subject-by-subject
256 pages, paperback • SR2 • $18

Untranslatable Russian Words

Natalia Gogolitsyna
Every language has concepts, ideas, words and idioms that
are nearly impossible to translate into another language.
This book looks at nearly 100 such Russian words and
offers paths to their understanding and translation by way
of examples from literature and everyday speech. Each
word is provided in accented Russian, with part of speech,
a conventional definition, notes, and textual examples
from literature or speech.
96 pages, paperback • URW • $12

Woe From Wit

BILINGUAL FORMAT
Alexander Griboyedov
One of the most famous of Russian plays, the four-act comedy
in poetic verse Woe from Wit skewers staid, nineteenth century
Russian society, and it positively teems with “winged phrases”
that are essential colloquialisms for students of Russian
and Russian culture. Presented here in our popular bilingual
format, Griboyedov’s masterpiece becomes newly accessible to
Russophiles of all levels and abilities. A thorough biographical
introduction prefaces the play.
204 pages, paperback • WOE • $19

To order, phone 802-223-4955, visit store.russianlife.com, or use the order form on page 15.
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fiction
THE MYSTERY SERIES

The Matyushkin Case Files

Buy all four and save $12: BAYER4: $52

Alexei Bayer
Four gripping novels featuring Pavel Matushkin, a humble detective, who
must grapple with shadowy forces in 1960s Moscow, tracking down murderers
and coming to terms with Russia’s past, while doing battle with the KGB.
Murder at the Dacha
The vivid, gripping tale of deception, greed,
and murder in Moscow that started it all.
320 pages, paperback • DACHA • $16
The Latchkey Murders
A serial killer is loose in post-war Moscow.
Matyushkin is on the case!
336 pages, paperback • LATCH • $16

Murder and the Muse
A theft of jewelry gets wrapped up in
murders, the KGB, and Russia’s past.
354 pages, paperback • MUSE • $16
The Samovar Murders
A famous writer is murderd on the campus
of a Moscow university.
242 pages, paperback •SAMOVAR • $16

Russian Rules

Paul E. Richardson
From the shores of the White Sea to Moscow
and the Northern Caucasus, Russian Rules is
a high-speed thriller based on actual events,
terrifying possibilities, and some really stupid
decisions. By the editor of Russian Life.
288 pages, paperback • RULES • $12
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The Moscow Eccentric

Andrei Bely
Translated by Brendan Kiernan
An absent-minded professor and a glamorous
yet bumbling spy struggle over a powerful
secret formula in this tale filled with eccentric
personalities, wild dialogue, improbable sounds,
bristling images, and vivid colors. Built on a
rhythmic backbone of metered prose that
supports a wondrous array of literary devices,
both poetic and prosaic, Bely’s language play is
breathtaking. Brought into English for the first
time by award-winning translator Brendan Kiernan, and peppered with original
illustrations by Katya Korobkina, this is a stunning and powerful novel you want to
add to your library.
300 pages,paperback • BELY • $20

Two novels by Booker Prize Winner Peter Aleshkovsky
Stargorod

Peter Aleshkovsky
Aleshkovsky’s Stargorod is a place of mystery and
normality, of provincial innocence and Black Earth
wisdom. Strange, inexplicable things happen in Stargorod.
So do good things. And bad things. A lot like life
everywhere, one might say. Only with a heavy dose of
vodka, longing and mystery.
332 pages, paperback • STAR • $16
Buy both books and save $4: ALESH2: $24

Fish

Peter Aleshkovsky
This mesmerizing novel about the life journey of a
selfless Russian everywoman is expansive, gripping,
often controversial. From one of Russia’s most
celebrated writers.
232 pages, paperback • FISH • $12
Both Translated by Nina Shevchuk-Murray
To order, phone 802-223-4955, visit store.russianlife.com, or use the order form on page 15.
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The Little Golden Calf

Ilya Ilf & Evgeny Petrov
Translated by Anne O. Fisher
An award-winning translation of the greatest
Russian satire, which has had a profound effect
on Russian language and culture. It overflows
with trenchant catchphrases and legendary
literary episodes. As funny and true today as
it was when the novel was first published.
448 pages, paperback • CALF • $20

Life Stories

Nineteen powerful tales – life-affirming
stories of love, family, hope, rebirth,
mystery and imagination – by leading
Russian writers, with profits going to
benefit Russian hospice care.
334 pages, paperback • LIFE • $25
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Faith & Humor

Maya Kucherskaya
Translated by Alexei Bayer
A book that dares to explore the
humanity of priests and pilgrims,
saints and sinners. Kucherskaya artfully
mixes fact and fiction, myth and
history to offer a look at a world often
impenetrable to outsiders.
268 pages, paperback • FAITH • $16

The Pet Hawk
of the House of Abbas

Dmitry Chen, translated by Liv Bliss
This thrilling and rich historical thriller, set in
Central Asia in 749, vividly recreates a lost world,
yet its passions and conflicts are entirely
relevant to the present day.
368 pages, paperback • HAWK • $18

To order, phone 802-223-4955, visit store.russianlife.com, or use the order form on page 15.

Red Star Tales: A Century of Russian
and Soviet Science Fiction

Edited by Yvonne Howell
This collection brings together an astonishing diversity and
depth in the science fiction genre, by authors with a dizzying
array of styles and subject matter. This volume includes 18 works
spanning from the path-breaking revolutionary period, through
the difficult Stalinist era and into the post-war heyday of science
fiction, to the first post-Soviet stories of the early 1990s.
480 pages, paperback • REDSTAR • $20

nonfiction
Marooned in Moscow

Marguerite Harrison
An American woman (working as a journalist and spy)
trapped in Lenin’s Moscow – rubbing elbows with
top leaders and surviving Soviet prisons. A veritable
encyclopedia of life in Russia in the early 1920s.
328 pages, paperback • MAROON • $20

Maria’s War

Maria Bochkareva
This astonishingly gripping autobiography by the founder
of the Russian Women’s Death Battalion in World War I is an
eye-opening documentary of life before, during and after the
Bolshevik Revolution. As a first-hand account of Russian life a
century ago, this is a crucial autobiography. That it also offers
a portrait of a bold and brave woman striving for equality and
respect by flying in the face of convention and tradition makes
it invaluable.
264 pages, paperback • MARIA • $20

Driving Down Russia’s Spine

Paul E. Richardson
The story of the epic Spine of Russia trip, intertwining fascinating
subject profiles with digressions into historical and cultural
themes relevant to understanding modern Russia. A story told
with humor and with the insight derived from the author’s
three decades of intimate interactions with Russia.
332 pages, paperback • DRIVE • $15
To order, phone 802-223-4955, visit store.russianlife.com, or use the order form on page 15.
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East of the Sun:
The Epic Conquest and Tragic History of Siberia

Benson Bobrick
From its conquest by Cossacks and its exploration and
settlement in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
through its terrifying Gulag era, to its modern place in
a world hungry for natural resources, Siberia is a land
unlike any other. East of the Sun captures its history with
a depth and flavor that will satisfy both well-informed
historians and newly-cast Russophiles alike.
425 pages, paperback • SIBERIA • $25

Buy both Bobrick histories and save $5: BOBRICK2: $42

Fearful Majesty:
The Life and Reign of Ivan the Terrible

Benson Bobrick
This acclaimed profile of one of Russia’s most
important and tyrannical rulers is not only a rich,
readable biography, it is also surprisingly timely,
revealing how many of the issues Russia faces today
have their roots in Ivan’s reign.
408 pages, paperback • IVAN • $22

The Best of Russian Life

We culled through 15 years of Russian Life to select readers’ and
editors’ favorite stories and biographies for inclusion in a special
two volume collection. These volumes
encompass some of the best writing
we have published over the last two
decades, and include the most timeless
stories and biographies – those that
can be read again and again. Indeed,
the over 150 stories and biographies
in this unique two-volume collection
combine to offer a rich, multi-faceted
portrait of Russian culture, history and
society not available anywhere else.
582 + 548 pages, paperback
BESTBOTH • $65
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Bears in the Caviar

Charles W. Thayer
A hilarious and insightful memoir by a diplomat who
was “present at the creation” of US-Soviet relations.
Creator of the party that inspired the famous ball at
the center of Bulgakov’s Master and Margarita, Thayer
was a boundlessly resourceful, creative and fun-loving
public servant. In this memoir, he offers an unparalleled
look behind the scenes of diplomatic life in Russia (and
Germany, Iran and Afghanistan) before and during
World War II. For anyone with even a passing interest in
US-Russian history, this is a priceless memoir. Includes
a special biographical introduction by Ambassador Avis
Bohlen, a professional foreign service officer and the
author’s niece, about Thayer’s incredible life and career,
including his run in with McCarthy’s witch hunt.
310 pages, paperback • BEARS • $18
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Jews in Service
to the Tsar

Lev Berdnikov
Translated by Nora Favorov
28 portraits, spanning five
centuries, of influential Jews
– businessmen, diplomats,
scholars, doctors, a police
chief, jesters and ministers –
who served Russia’s tsars.
290 pages, paperback
JISTS • $22

Moscow & Muscovites

Vladimir Gilyarovsky
Translated by Brendan Kiernan
This classic portrait of the Russian capital is one of Russians’
most beloved books. Imbibe the legends of turn-of-thecentury Moscow by Russia’s first journalist and best
raconteur. Gilyarovsky documents pre-Soviet life in the
Russian capital like no work before or since, and this
award-winning English translation includes 88 historical
images, locator maps, an index, nearly 300 useful
footnotes, and a Russian language appendix of all poems
and songs translated in the book.
356 pages, paperback • MOSCOW • $25

To order, phone 802-223-4955, visit store.russianlife.com, or use the order form on page 15.
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bilingual books

Frogs Who
Begged for a Tsar

Ivan Krylov
Translated by Lydia Stone
The fables of Ivan Krylov are
rich fonts of Russian cultural
wisdom and experience –
reading and understanding
them is vital to grasping the
Russian worldview. This edition of 62 of Krylov’s tales
presents them side-by-side
in English and Russian. The
wonderfully lyrical translations are accompanied
by original, whimsical
color illustrations by Katya
Korobkina. As a source of
phrases and aphorisms that
have entered the Russian
language, Krylov’s influence
upon his native tongue is
roughly analogous to that
of Shakespeare
upon English.
146 pages, paperback
KRYLOV • $25

The Little
Humpbacked Horse

Pyotr Yershov
Translated by Lydia Stone
This beloved Russian classic,
written in the 1830s, is the
tale of a resourceful Russian
peasant, Vanya, and his
miracle-working horse, who
together undergo various
trials, exploits and adventures
at the whim of a laughable
tsar (indeed, this portrayal
of the tsar got the book
banned for 20 years). It is
a tale of love and bravery,
fantasy and humor, and it
is all told in beautiful, rich,
narrative poetry. Presented in
our popular bilingual format
(accented Russian on the left
page, matching English on the
right), with a stellar literary
translation, this is a volume
to cherish and share.
164 pages, paperback
HORSE • $16

At the Circus

Alexander Kuprin
Translated by Lise Brody
This wonderful novella
by Alexander Kuprin tells
the story of the wrestler
Arbuzov and his battle
against a renowned
American wrestler. Rich in
detail and characterization,
At the Circus brims with
excitement and life. You
can smell the sawdust in
the big top, see the vivid
and colorful characters,
sense the tension build as
Arbuzov readies to face off
against the American.
82 pages, paperback
CIRCUS • $12

Our bilingual books have English and accented Russian
(except for the Krylov) on opposing pages,
making them excellent tools for building Russian reading ability.
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chtenia bilingual

Dostoyevsky
Bilingual

Includes a series of
short, lesser known,
but highly significant
works that show
how the traditional
view of Dostoyevsky
as a dour, intense,
philosophical writer
is uneccesarily
one-sided.
128 pages
CH24 • $12

Chekhov Bilingual Tolstoy Bilingual
This collection
includes some of
Chekhov's most
beloved stories,
including "the little
trilogy"; an extract
from "The Seagull";
Chekhov's own
favorite story; plus
the earliest version
of Bunin's memoir
about Chekhov, full
of wonderful first
person reportage on
the writer's habits
and manner.
168 pages
CH12 • $12

Meet the Tolstoy
you never knew!
This compact, yet
surprisingly broad
look at the life and
work of Tolstoy
spans from one of his
earliest stories to one
of his last, looking at
works that made him
famous and others
that made him
notorious.
128 pages
CH20 • $12

Okudzhava
Bilingual

Bulat Okudzhava
was the king of
the Russian bards.
Now 19 of his
poems/songs and
9 autobiographical
sketches are
presented in our
popular bilingual
format. A great way
to gain understanding
of this cultural
touchstone, plus
improve your Russian.
136 pages
CH31 • $12

Be sure to note our other
bilingual title,
Woe from Wit (page 3)

Turgenev Bilingual

The author of masterful short stories, plays, novellas and
novels, Turgenev had a gift for writing about nature and
about social iniquities. He also seemed to have a unique
ability for attracting controversy, be it because of his views
(he was thrown in prison for the obituary he wrote for
Gogol) or his actions (philandering, possibly plagiarism) or
inaction (cowardice in a fire).
128 pages • CH39 • $12

To order, phone 802-223-4955, visit store.russianlife.com, or use the order form on page 15.
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chtenia literary collections
Largely translations of fiction, each themed volume of Chtenia is a 128-page book filled with tasty literary
gems. Each is also truly a collector’s item. For full contents of each issue, visit russianlife.com.

The Hearts of Dogs

CH01 • $12

Dark and Scary

CH21 • $12

Three Russian Springs

CH02 • $12

Spies and Imposters

CH22 • $12

Road Trips

CH03 • $12

Women Writing

CH23 • $12

Childhood

CH04 • $12

Dostoyevsky Bilingual

CH24 • $12

Winter Holidays

CH05 • $12

Storied Moscow

CH25 • $12

Gogol Mogul

CH06 • $12

Springtime in Paris

CH26 • $12

To the Caucasus

CH07 • $12

The War to End All

CH27 • $12

Love a la Russe

CH08 • $12

Superfluous Men

CH28 • $12

Behind the Urals 	

CH09 • $12

Leningrad Under Siege

CH29 • $12

Hope Dies Last

CH10 • $12

Science Fictions

CH30 • $12

Dacha Life

CH11 • $12

Okudzhava Bilingual

CH31 • $12

Chekhov Bilingual

CH12 • $12

Musical Writing

CH32 • $12

Luck

CH13 • $12

Military Tales

CH33 • $12

Provincial Life

CH14 • $12

Treasure Hunters

CH34 • $12

Summer

CH15 • $12

Gypsies

CH35 • $12

Wisdom & Wit

CH16 • $12

Reading Bulgakov

CH36 • $12

Sport

CH17 • $12

The Year 1917

CH37 • $12

Other Worlds

CH18 • $12

Happiness

CH38 • $12

Horse Power

CH19 • $12

Turgenev Bilingual

CH39 • $12

Tolstoy Bilingual

CH20 • $12

Fall

CH40 • $12
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food and drink
A Taste of Russia

Darra Goldstein
This is the definitive modern cookbook on Russian
cuisine, layering superbly researched recipes with
informative essays on the dishes’ rich historical and
cultural context. With over 200 recipes on everything
from borshch to blini, from Salmon Coulibiac to Beef
Stew with Rum, from Marinated Mushrooms to
Walnut-honey Filled Pies, A Taste of Russia shows off
the best that Russian cooking has to offer.
302 pages, paperback • TASTE3 • $25

Davai! The Russians and Their Vodka

Edwin Tromellen
Translated by David Stephenson
In this comprehensive, quixotic and addictive
book, Trommelen explores all facets of the Russian
obsession with vodka. Peering through the lenses of
history and literature, he offers up an appropriately
complex, rich and bittersweet portrait.
360 pages, paperback • VODKA • $25

Russian-Styled Wrapping Paper

Wrap your gifts in Russian style!
We searched high and low for Russianthemed wrapping paper, but couldn’t
find any, so we made our own! Includes
four sheets of 2-foot by 3-foot premium
quality, custom-printed wrapping paper:
two each of our Khokhloma and Russian
Alphabet designs. Papers are folded to roughly 9x12 inch size and shipped
in a protective cellophane envelope.
Four 2x3 foot sheets (2 per style) • WRAP1 • $12

To order, phone 802-223-4955, visit store.russianlife.com, or use the order form on page 15.
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in print

Russian Life Magazine

we connect you with the Russian you love

Russian Life , the only regularly published English
language print magazine on Russia, offers readers
a fascinating bimonthly trip into the heart of
Russia. It is colorful, informative, and something
you will be proud to show off on your
coffee table.
If you love to savor the tactile, long-read feeling
of a magazine that places a premium on fine
storytelling, you need to subscribe to Russian Life.
It has several reader-favorite departments: from
Survival Russian to Cuisine, from language to
history, but also the best in-depth features on
Russian culture, travel, society, and life that you
will read anywhere.
Take a look. We’re sure you’ll like what you see.
What is more, the full contents of Russian Life
are also now available online, via an online
subscription (see below).
RLNEW • 64 pages, bimonthly • $39 (U.S.)
$54 (rest of the world)

online

Russian Life is available in full online. The
entire contents of all 26+ years of Russian Life
back issues – over 8,000 articles on history,
travel, geography, culture, you name it, is at
your fingertips, searchable and readable via
any browser-enabled device or computer
(no app required). And, with your online
subscription, you also get access to all new
issues for the life of your subscription.
RLONLINE • 1 year • $24
email address required
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